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ARE HILL MYNAS (G此4.CULARELIGIOSA) MORE COMMON 
IN DISTURBED THAN IN VIRGIN FOREST HABITATS? 

Walter A. Sontag， Jr.1 

ABSTRACT 

Habitat selection of Hill Mynas (Gracula religiosa) of the race intermedia was studied 
on five visits to Khao Ang Rue Nai Wildlife Sanctuary， southeastem百 ailandτ'hebirds 
tended to occur in pairs and were often found spatially clumped. Their distribution in two dry 
seasons was analyzed. They we児 recordedsignificantly more frequently in moderately disturbed 
than in釦llyintact prim紅yforest. The species wぉ confrrmedin all moderately disturbed sites 
but not in severa1 of the undamaged ones. On the other hand， it wぉ foundmuch more 
infrequently or not at all in greatly disturbed forest habitats and a reforested釘ea.This study 
suggests白紙 good-qualityfo閃stcombined with a portion of open habitat may be highly 
at町activefor HilI Mynas during the non-breed泊gseason. 

Key words: forest habitats， Gracula religiosa， habitat use， Hill Myna， Khao Ang Rue Nai 
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INTRODUCTION 

While there is a considerable amount of information on the dis凶butionof and resource 
use in South Asian 蜘 midsliving in open habitat (e.g. ALI & RIPLEY， 1972; TuNHIKO悶，

1990)， such knowledge is much more limited with respect to forest-living stumids of血e
region， including the Golden-crested Myna Ampeliceps coronatus and Hill Myna Gracula 
religiosa (e.g; FEARE & CRAIG， 1998). Although records of these two forest-dwelling 
species釘ereported in more comprehensive avifaunistic literature (e.g. EVANS ET AL.， 
2000)， detailed studies are lacking. Rough information on the distribution of both species 
in官lail叩 d，p紅 ticul紅 ly泊 protectedareas， is presented by ROUND (1988). Severe threats 
to the Hill M戸laoriginate from the pet trade (ROUND， 1988; ARCHAWARANON， 2003). 
Particularly in view of the ongoing habitat loss加出especies' dis位ibutionalranges， there 
is a 蹴 ongneed for data on the role various forest types， i.e. virgin to differentially 
degraded， play for the birds. 

In an earlier study， stumids were surveyed in Khao Ang Rue Nai Wildlife Sanctuary， 
southeastem百lailand，血 twodry seasons (SONTAG， 1998).百 isarea is part of the 1紅 gest

lowland evergreen forest complex in Thailand (CUBπr & STEWART-Fox， 1995). Most of 
the observations were done in three forest categories defined according to human impact. 
Su中risingly，forest-living stumids appe紅'edto be more common泊 moderatelydisturbed 
白m泊 unaffectedforest. However， no quantitative data were available for statistical analysis. 
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Special methodological problems arose 合omhabitat classification and defming comp紅 'able

sltes. 
More recently， 1 revisited Khao Ang Rue Nai Wildlife Sanctuary on 伽 eeoccasions 

(SONTAG， 1999). In the present paper出eforest sites are critically re-evaluated based on 
all five visits and an attempt is made to quantify the propo武ionaldis回butionof one of the 
observed species，出eHill Myna (Gracula religiosa intermedia)，泊 threeforest types 
classified accord加gto human impacts. In addition to血eda飽食omtwo dry seasons (1994， 
1995)， some findings from the later visits are also reported where useful. 

STUDY AREA 

Khao Ang Rue Nai Wildlife Sanctuary is located泊 Chachoengsao，Chonburi， Rayong， 

Chanthaburi and Prachinburi Provinces in Southeast百lailand.It covers a small part of the 
Prach泊b凶 floodplainand extends across the Chonburi司 Chan血aburiwatershed (CUBITT & 
Sτ芭WART-COX，1995; ROUND， 1988).百 esanctuary belongs to血e1訂gestprimary forest 
complex in Southeast 官lailand.Its topography is characterized by well-watered lowlands 
and several hills， such as Khao Takrup (661 m) and Khao Ang Rue Nai， the highest point 
in the sanc知 的 (777m). Precipitation is variable accord均 ωthespecific間 asand is 
estimated to be 1，50ι2，000 mm per year in most places relevant here (so町 'ces:Industrial 
Promotion Center Region 9; Wildlife Research Station; see also Acknowledgements). 
Regardless of more subtle sub-distinctions， the vegetation is generally classified as lowland 
evergreen forest. Extensive sections of the釘 eaconsist of selectively logged semi-evergreen 
forest on level ground and in血evicinity of larger s住'eamsat 100-200 m elevation (ROUND， 
1988).百 emost dominant tree is Lagerstroemia calyculata; the other加 portanttree species 
include Afzelia勾Ilocarpa，Pterocarpus macrocarpus， Tetrameles nudiflora， and Irvingia 
malayana (K町'AWAC臥 K叫， 1998). 

The observations were made白血esanc飢紅y，including a buffer zone紅'ea恒出e
north-west，泊 November1994 and December 1995. Two more visits took place泊 1997/
1998 (December/January)佃 d1998 (November/December). All血efo町 stayswere in白e
dry season. An additional visit took place in April 1996 when the climate was hot and wet. 
Count data from the latter period紅 eused here only for discussion and when specifically 
stated. 

METHODOLOGY 

Sites 

The study sites were si卸atedwithin approx. 13・15'ー13・28'Nlatitude and 101040' 
-101・58'Elongitude. All of them were located in the lowlands except for Site 17 on a 
gentle slope and the steeper Site 25 in the Khao Takrup range (Fig. 1). 1 chose the sites 
randomly， al血ough，for practical reasons， accessib出.typlayed a role in the selection process. 
All白eanalyzed plots， however， were considered to be加dependent，加cludingthose出at
were in由esame訂'ea(i.e. Sites 8a-c， 13a-c， and 22/1-22/3).官le29 available forest sites 
include seven plots where former nesting-sites of forest-living mynas were known 
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Figllre 1. Study site locations in Khao Ang Rue Nai Wildlife Sanctllary. Type A-C: primary forest. Type 0 
reforested area. ASlerisk indicates“n巴sting-treesite" 

(i.e.“nestmg-tree Slt巴s";Fig. 1) (P. PONSENA， pers. comm.) but birds were not actually 

detected. All sites are attributed to one of s巴veraldistinct habitat typ巴saccording to the 

classification given below. As the sites other than “n巴sting-treesites" were roughly 

comparable in size (approx. 16 ha)， only these 22 sites wer巴 takeninto account for出e

quantitative analyses. 

Additionally， a r巴forestedsite was checked. This plot was deem巴das an appropriate 

control site because (1) other songbirds wer巴 seenh巴I巴，(2) according to P. PONSENA (pers. 

comm.)， Hill Mynas approached the semi-reforested area situated nearby， and (3) Hill 

Mynas have be巴nreported from巴nvironmentsdrastically changed by humans (ALI & 

RIPLEY， 1972). 

Sampling 

Th巴 aimof this investigation was to record all Hill Mynas present in the sites as 

completely as possible in order to gain a r巴liablemeasur巴 forth巴relativeabundance of the 

speci巴sin different habitat types. The study does not， however， attempt to d巴termineexact 

overall densities. Thus， special consideration was given to the comprehensiveness of the 

surv巴illanceof the respective sites. For this purpose， a combination of line transects and 

point counts was applied covering walking distances of approximately 500 m (range c. 

400-1，000 m). As total visual overvi巴wusually was not possible， acoustic evidence was 
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crucial except for larger groups (i.e. flock size > 6 individuals). Hence， only in Site 22/1 
did visual cues play the key role. Due to血eres甘ictedsizes of the plots白.ec'Oun血19
distance was clearly less白anthe detection distance泊 allhabitat types. Birds more白 血

200 m away were excluded from counting. Sites were visited 'On one t'O four days (Area 
22: four times on three days and a partial visit on another day). Coun曲19t加 ew剖 c.30-40
minutes per site (exception: Si総 17- roughly 60 min for 1，000 m).官lUS，the same 
am'Ount of effort w剖 appliedat all sites.官官 timespent泊 Sites27加 d28 (no birds found) 
situated in an extended forest area was shorter. These data， however， were included because 
adjoining， much larger forest parts of simil紅 qualitywere visited directly before and 

afterwards and no birds were detected there either. 
Additional confidence in the results was provided by observations made at the sites 

bef'Ore and/or after the pr'Oper counting sessions whenever possible. F'Or the difficult Site 
23， useful information from the later stays was als'O taken into account. 

As suggested by direct observations and confirmed on later visits， two individuals 
usually occ町 at/closeto a specific sound source， even if only one of the birds may be 
detected. Such records were therefore taken出向presentingtwo individuals， except for one 
case in which definitely only one individual was documented. On a few occasions it was 
not possible to determine the number of birds with certainty due to p'Oor visibility. Hence， 
two different types of data are presented: confirmed records， i.e. minimum individual 
numbers， and estimated numbers. 

Independent of all p釘沼田tersincluding site， habitat type and observation peri'Ods， in 
total， between 67 to 128 individual Hill Mynas were recorded.百lewide range between 
minimum and maximum numbers was largely due t'O flocking birds observed in an紅 eaon
'One day under difficult viewing conditions. 

Habitat Classification 

Four habitats釘edi首位entiatedhere according to human impact. Three of them紅e
primary forest habitats (Types A， B， and C， respectively);出eycould be qualitatively 
distinguished by sight. The reforested control site was designa飽dType D. 

Type A:白lly泊tactprim紅 yforest; undamaged pristine， dense vegetation wi由 l訂ge
trees; n'O l'Ogged紅'eaor (in s'Ome cases) few limited forest patches or s凶psdamaged by 
man， such as paths and selectively removed 紅白s(see also below). 

Type B: m'Oderately disturbed primary forest; largely dense， original vegetation with 
high trees; however， extended patches of l'Ogged or otherwise damaged vegetation or 
clear加gs;up to 50% of the釘'eadamaged or logged. 

Type C: severely devastated habitat; much open area，“savarmah・like";a few isolated 
'Or scattered large trees 'Or仕'ee-remnants紅 eleft佃 d由esurrounding f'Orest edge is usually 
present; in住'Oduced住eesmay 'Occ町;less血an20% of血.earea c'Overed by orig泊alforest. 

Type D: reforested area containing few佐田 species(such錨 Caesalp泊iaceae;Leucaena 
leucocephala， Mimosaceae); estimated tree heights 7 m. 

百lepresent habitat classification partially differs from the initial scheme (SONTAG， 
1998). Originally， the at凶buteshad been based 'On the change of a f'Orest section by 
humans regardless of the actual consequences of human activity (considering the main 
r'Oad per se as neu仕al，where applicable). For instance， Sites 8a， 8b， 8c situated泊 abuffer 
zone were characterized by very large trees， much dense vegetation and extended patches 
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of a Type A character despite some former human encroachment. This forest part now 
appe釘'edundisturbed by humans， and the presence of a well-established wild elephant 
population suggested that the area was successfully protected. Thus， it is appropriate to 
at凶buteType A quality to those sites血血isinvestigation. 

In total， 13 forest sites were出 sessedto be Type A habitats， 11 Type B，組d5 Type 
C. Excluding the “nesting-tree sitesヘ11sites were Type A， 8 Type B， and 3 Type C. 

Data Analysis 

百lef同quenciesof recorded Hill Mynas per site were compared (a) between all由民e
prim釘yhabitat types A， B， C (Kruskal-Wallis test) and (b) solely between A and B (Mann-
Whitney U test)， which by f:紅 werethe most frequent habitat types. SPSS software (version 
7.5 for Windows) was used. 

RESULTS 

H出Mynasoccurred泊allprimary forest types studied (Table 1)， whereas no individuals 
were found in the reforested Type D habitat. 

An overall comp剖 sonbetween the primary forest types， including the unde町epresented
Type C sites (i.e. devastated habitats)， clearly revealed significant frequency differences for 
both the minimum individual numbers and the estimated numbers (Kruskal-Wallis tests: 

Chi-SquaIち=8.894， P = 0.012， and Chi-Square = 7.842， P = 0.020， respectively; df = 2， 
N1 = 11， N2 = 8， N3 = 3).官lesame was甘uefor the respective comparisons between Type 
A and B sites alone (two-tailed U tests: z = -2.637， P = 0.008， and z = -2.382， P = 0.017， 
respectively). Frequencies in Type B habitat were clearly higher compared to the fully 
intact sites (Type A). The minimum Hill Myna records and estimated numbers di首ered

Table 1. Recorded f詑quenciesof Hill Mynas in出reeprimary forest types (excluding 
“nes由19-treesites") defmed accord加gto human impact. Minimum individual 
numbers and estimated record numbers (related to 16 hectares， i.e. individual 
site size)釘 egiven (see text). 

Number of sites (n) 
Sites with birds present 

Number of b廿ds:
Minimum individual numbers 

range 
median 

Est. record numbers 
range 
median 

TypeA 

11 
7 

ι2 
2 

0-4 
2 

TypeB 

8 
8 

1-16 
4 

1-24 
4 

Type C 

3 

0-2 
0 

。ー2
0 
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only slightly. The values of both categories deviated for 0叫yone Type A and B site. 
S住注ingly，no Hill Mynas were found加 4of 11 Type A sites， whereas in all Type B sites 

individuals were recorded. 
官leconsiderable variation of individual numbers among the sites (Table 1) has 由民e

explanations. First， Hill Myn回， if present， tended to occur泊 pairsand not as single birds. 
Only once was a single， flying bird documented. In a second case， a conspecific was 
probably nearby or only briefly separated. Second， pairs were often dis肘buted泊 aspatially 
clumped m釘mer，especially apparent泊TypeB habitats.官官d，a patchy dis佐ibution
pat飽mwas caused by flocking birds. In one case， possibly up to 40 Hill Mynas may have 
aggregated. In血isinstance， at least one rich feeding resource， a large fruit-bearing 
Lagerstroemia tree with fruiting Ficus around it， was available. 

The most heavily used sites were Type B 22-1 to 22-3 with tall trees but a lot of open 
habitat泊白ec即位e(cle訂ing).Hill Mynas were also very common泊出is訂eaon the three 

later visits. 
Pairwise statistical analyses between Type C habitat and each of the other two prim紅y

forest habitat types are less indicative because the number of available C sites was very 
low. Never仕leless，the single comparison between Type B (much utilized) and C showed 
a significant difference泊 individual合'equencies(two-tailed U test: z = -2.084， P = 0.037 
for both minimum and estimated record numbers). Recorded bird numbers at bo也 A佃 d
C sites were too small to statistically comp訂ethe two habitat types. Only one pair of Hill 
Mynas was actually confrrmed加 TypeC habitat. 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

Although Hill Mynas occurred in all three primary forest types，白eywere found in 
significant numbers only加 TypeA and B habitats. Both habitat types were characterized 
by many 1釘 getrees， such as Lagerstroemia， which訂ehighIy at住activefor血isarboreal 
species (pers. obs.) and used for nesting (P. PONSENA & C. KAPASUWAN， unpubl. report; 
ARCHAWARANON， 2003).百lebirds were， however， reported distinctly more often from 
Type B由加 TypeA forest. Remarkably， Hill M戸lasintensively utilized a buffer zone 
section (including Type A Sites 8a， 8b， 8c)， where limited logging had formerly t紘en
place， but whose overall aspect was白紙 ofan open to moderately dense Type A forest. 
Even the Golden-crested Myna was observed here. In con住ast，no Hill Mynas were found 
in a steep valley characterized by dense，白llyintact vegetation and very high trees加出e
north of the sanc制御"y(est. 300-40∞o m alt.ふ Likewise，on a凶Pto Khao Yai National Park 
(November 1998)， no Hill Mynas were discovered in a similar habitat， a steep-sided valley 
(est. 550 m alt.ふ Note，however， that Hill Myna records 企ommountainous areas are 
inconsistent. In another part of Southeast Thailand (Khao Soi Dao Wildlife Sanctuary)， 
Hill Mynas were observed in such forest in December 1998 (pers. obs.). For the same race 
(intermedia)， BERTRAM (1970: 90) classifies ravines and steep slopes as typical Hill Myna 
habitat in Assam. On Khao Ang Rue Nai， Hill Mynas are common at least on the lower 
third of the mountain (see below).百leremay be a difference between races. In South 
Thailand， the southem race religiosa appears to be restricted to level lowland (ROUND， 
1988). In India and Sri Lanka， populations (and races) differ in altitudinal distribution 
(compiled by BERTRAM， 1970). 
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Two arguments might be raised against血einterpretation 白紙 Type B habitat is more 

attractive for Hill Mynas than virgin forest (Type A). First， sample sizes釘 erather small. 

Both minimum泊dividualnumbers and estimated numbers， however， indicated significant 
differences. Second， one could訂 guethat it might be more difficult to detect Hill Mynas 

in dense Type A forest. Accordingly， the result would rather reflect the dis凶butionof 
records than the ac加aloccu町enceof the birds. As counterarguments， Hill Mynas can be 
localized by ear relatively easily and counting distances were less than possible detection 

distances. The case of Sites 22-1 to 22-3 also clearly demonstrates白紙 openhabitat 
(cle紅泊gwith recently plan旬dtree saplings) and its surrounding forest sections can strongly 

attract pairs as well as flocks (cf. SONTAG， 1998). The combination of available fruit位'ees
and relatively 1釘gescanning space for the birds to avoid predation (see ROB別ETIE& HA， 
2001: 448) might have con凶butedto this preference. Finally， accumulations of numerous 
individuals were spotted at another Type B site in the sanctu釘 yin血edry se拙 onin 1998. 

According to ALI & RlPLEY (1972)， small flocks occur 鉱山eedge of closed forest or in 

cultivation clearings with sp釘sesprinkling of standing位ees加 thenon-breeding season. 

In my study area， Hill Myna records were clearly underrepresented in Type C habitats (i.e. 
devastated forest)， especially when considering白紙 (a)in this environment birds were 

relatively easy to see and (b) much better forest， inhabited by Hill Mynas， was situated 
nearby. If site numbers， especially of Type C， had been 1紅ger，then the minor use of Type 
C habitat might have been statistically significant (Type A vs. C) or more markedly 
significant由加 shownhere (Type B vs. C).官latno sightings were made in the reforested 

釘 eawith trees measuring less than 10 m high (Type D) is in line with the observed “trend" 
in Type C habitat. 

百leobservations provide evidence for patchy habitat utilization.τ'his becomes even 

clearer when forest釘 'easqualitatively surveyed outside the proper study sites are also 
taken加toaccount.官lefruit production of仕'ees(i.e. non-fruiting，合ui由19，di妊erentstages 

of ripeness) might be much more important for Hill Mynas出anthe structural difference 

between Type A forest and high quality B forest (cf Au & RIPLEY， 1972: 192)， at le槌 t
in the dry season when血ereis no need for breeding-sites. BER'百 AM(1970: 84) points out 

that large-scale or long-distance migrations probably do not occur， but that regular seasonal 
movements and altitudinal changes泊 range紅'eknown， probably dependent on chang泊g

food supplies and the availability of nesting-sites.百leflocks observed泊出esanc旬紅y

outside the breeding season also suggest that the distribution of individuals varies with the 
time of ye釘.Two fmdings仕omApril 1996 would fit with potential changes in local 
distribution. At白紙 time，precipitation was high in the sanc伽ary.During a short visit， Hill 
Mynas were spotted several times on Khao Ang Rue Nai mountain， which supports a large 

virgin forest釘 'ea.百ledis住ibutionof these records was clearly uneven. Furthermore， close 
to血epark station at血efoot of the mountain were four neighboring住eescontaining 
cavities that had b関 nused by Hill Mynas as nesting-sites. This additionally suggests that 
Hill Mynas do 'not necessarily avoid the proximity of humans. 

In conclusion， Hill Mynas utilized moderately disturbed more出佃fullyintact primary 

forest habitats泊白.enorthem part of Khao Ang Rue Nai Wildlife Sanc旬紅youtside the 
breeding season. Habitat choice in other places and the role of different forest types (e.g.， 
open vs. dense; moderately damaged vs. virgin) for血isstumid in the breeding season 
require further rese釘 ch.
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